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Abstract We experimentally subliminally prime subjects prior to charity donation
decisions by showing words that have connotations of pro-social values for a very
brief time (17 ms). Our main finding is that, compared to a baseline condition, the
pro-social prime increases donations by approximately 10–17 % among subjects
with strong pro-social preferences (universalism values). We find a similar effect
when interacting the prime with the Big 5 personality characteristic of agreeableness. We furthermore introduce a novel method for testing for priming, ‘‘subliminity’’. This method reveals that some subjects are capable of recognizing prime
words, and the overall results are weaker when we control for this capacity.
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1 Introduction
To render complex economic environments amenable to coherent analysis,
traditional economic models typically assume rational economic agents with
stable individual preference rankings over outcomes (Becker and Stigler 1977).
Recently, a more complicated picture of the economic man has emerged, according
to which he is a far less perfect implementer of more unstable and unclear individual
preferences and goals. Importantly, the individuals considered in economic models
may also differ in terms of the stability of their preferences and capacities to
implement them. In this case, the societal planner can serve a purpose by, for
instance, softly and non-intrusively influencing individual perceptions regarding the
alignment of individual and societal goals. This could, for example, open the door
for new soft policies to reduce free-riding. Such policies could influence the most
receptive individuals by helping them to act in line with their ‘‘true preferences’’
without depriving those holding different preferences of their individual freedom.
Such methods can thus be used by paternalistic authorities who claim insight into
what is best for individuals and, in turn, nudge individuals to act accordingly
(Sunstein and Thaler 2008).
In this vein, there is a recent strand of experimental literature studying how subtle
cues (or nudges) affect pro-social behavior.1 One prominent cue is the ‘‘watchful
eyes’’ treatment, which has been studied both in the field (e.g., Ekström 2012) and in
the lab (e.g., Rigdon et al. 2009b; Haley and Fessler 2005a; Nettle et al. 2013).
Another common way to introduce cues is to use value-laden wording in
experimental instructions such as ‘‘taking’’ or ‘‘keeping’’ in the dictator game
(Dreber et al. 2013) or ‘‘Community Game’’ and ‘‘Wall-street Game’’ in the context
of a public goods game (e.g., Liberman et al. 2004).2 Although it is hazardous to
compare results from such disparate cues and situations, it is noteworthy that the
effect of cues on pro-social behavior seems to be highly contextual. Indeed, some
studies find strong effects (Haley and Fessler 2005a), while others reveal no effects
(Dreber et al. 2013), and some both do and do not find effects (Nettle et al. 2013).
Interestingly, Rigdon et al. (2009b) find heterogeneous effects with respect to
gender: males are more responsive to the cue. The failure to control for
heterogeneous responses across the subject population might well be one
explanation for the differential results. In addition, although these cues are often
subtle, simple experimenter demand effects cannot be excluded: a subject might
observe the cue and simply behave in accordance with what she thinks the
experimenter is expecting. We believe that the current study adds to this literature
by addressing both of these issues. First, we have a detailed measure of personality
in dimensions that we deem important for the responsiveness to the cues introduced.
Using these, we can study whether and how the response varies across the subject
1

Usually, the data used in these studies come from individual decision-making situations, such as the
dictator game or giving to charities, where coordinating effects of cues are not present (Fehr and Schmidt
2006).

2

A related identity priming method asks questions that remind the participant of her/his gender (e.g.,
Boschini et al. 2012), profession (Cohn et al. 2013, 2014) or religion (Ahmed and Salas 2011).
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population. Second, by making the cue subliminal (i.e., a subliminal priming
procedure), we minimize the problem of the conscious experimenter demand effect.
In this paper, we study the role of subliminal priming3—a nudge that is largely
unexplored in economics.4 In particular, in an experimental design with over 300
subjects, we investigate whether subliminally priming broad pro-social goals—
universalism values (Schwartz 1992)—leads to higher subsequent pro-social giving
to charity. The priming consists of value-laden prime words that are shown to each
participant for a very short duration (17 ms) just before the donation tasks. The
charity donation decisions bear real consequences, and the subjects are aware of
this. We contrast the pro-social priming treatment with a neutral priming treatment,
in which the words shown have no value-laden connotation. By using wellestablished measures of personality, we also investigate the interaction effect
between priming and aligned personality dimensions (specifically, the value
orientation of universalism and the Big 5 personality trait of agreeableness).
Priming refers to the non-conscious activation of social knowledge structures
(Bargh 2006). In a typical priming study, a concept such as achievement is primed
in a way that the participants are not aware of their exposure to the concept (for
instance, through displaying a woman winning a race on a sheet of paper with an
unrelated task or by presenting achievement-related words in scrambled sentence
word puzzles see e.g., Bargh 2006; Latham et al. 2010). Subsequently, a measure is
taken of human perception, motivation, behavior, or evaluation that relates to the
domain of the prime (for instance, funds raised by call center agents, Shantz and
Latham 2009). The effect of priming is commonly explained in reference to network
theories of memory. The prime activates concepts related to the prime and
associated action repertoires, which lead to the observable response (Bargh 2006;
Custers and Aarts 2010). The stronger the repertoires are, the stronger the effect of
the prime. Thus, priming particularly impacts activities aligned with one’s needs,
motivation, or goals. Karremans et al. (2006), for instance, demonstrate that
‘‘subliminal priming of a brand name of a drink positively affected participants’
choice for, and their intention to, drink the primed brand, but only for participants
who were thirsty’’ (p. 792).
Similarly, values theory suggests that priming is particularly influential along
dimensions aligned with one’s predominant personal values for which such
repertoires are in place. In other words, our pro-social priming (of universalism
values) should particularly impact individuals scoring high on the corresponding
value. A second reason for expecting such interaction effects comes from recent
empirical findings that emphasize affect as a mechanism whereby priming
influences behavior. In particular, Custers and Aarts (2007, 2010) propose that
primes linked to positive affect are rewarding and hence lead to stronger behavioral
responses. There is evidence that, while subliminally presented rewards are not
3

A subliminal stimulus is presented for such a short duration that it does not reach an individual’s
threshold for conscious perception.

4

The only subliminal priming study in economics of which we are aware is Posten et al. (2014), who
study the influence of priming on beliefs in a trust game setup. We are interested in the effects of
subliminal priming on altruistic donations, where priming is expected to predominantly affect the
preferences and, in turn, donation behavior, not the beliefs.
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consciously perceived and processed, they are nevertheless effective and influence
behavior (e.g., Bijleveld et al. 2014), and that subliminal primes linked to positive
rewards achieve greater behavioral effects than subliminal primes devoid of reward
potential (Aarts et al. 2008). This combination of higher subliminal affect and
greater rewards represents a second reason to expect a greater impact of our priming
condition on those participants who value pro-sociality to a greater extent. Indeed,
in a controlled incentivized contest experiment, Andersson et al. (2016) find a
positive effect of supraliminal pro-social priming on team contest contributions by
those individuals who score high on personal pro-social values.
To study the hypothesis that the charitable contributions of individuals with prosocial personal values are affected by subliminal pro-social priming, we elicit
participants’ personal values (Schwartz et al. 2001) and personality measures (Costa
and McCrae 1992; Realo et al. 2009a) 1-week prior to the priming and donations in
the laboratory. We perform the elicitation via well-validated psychological selfreport measures, and we repeat the personal value and personality elicitation in the
laboratory after the donation experiment. We also capture the participants’
familiarity with each of the charitable organizations and the extent to which they
value these organizations’ work.
To verify the subliminity of the prime, we employ a novel incentivized objective
threshold method in which the subject is shown the short-lasting stimulus and is
then asked to reproduce that particular prime word by typing it on the screen. Our
prime word reproduction task has two core advantages relative to existing methods:
first, there are monetary incentives for the participant to make her best guess (some
authors problematize that existing subjective threshold methods based on funneled
questionnaires fail to include incentives; Simons et al. 2006). Second, since the
participant must be able to reproduce each prime word, we can control whether the
subject saw precisely that word and not merely whether the participant performs
better than chance in a number of word reproduction tasks, as is the case in typical
objective threshold methods. In objective threshold methods, the researcher verifies
subliminity by allowing the participant, after each subliminal prime word, to choose
between the correct prime word and a false alternative. Simons et al. (2006)
criticize objective threshold methods on these grounds.5 The disadvantage of these
methods is that subjects who may be affected by the prime (and thus give more to
charity in the donation experiment) may also be more likely to have the capacity to
read the prime words during the control task. Indeed, results from the literature on
semantic priming indicate that primed subjects are more capable of reading prime
words that are semantically similar to the value-associated words with which the
subjects have been primed (Custers and Aarts 2007). We discuss this issue in greater
detail in Sects. 6.3 and 6.4.
We first test the hypothesis of an overall effect of the pro-social prime on
donations, but we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no effect. For a test of our
second hypothesis, that the pro-social prime affects donations among individuals
with strong pro-social preferences, we compare mean donations between the prosocial prime treatment and the neutral prime treatment for individuals scoring above
5

See also Hannula et al. (2005b) and the references therein.
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the median level of pro-social inclination (as measured one week prior to the
priming and donation experiment). We find support for this hypothesis in the data:
the pro-social prime increases average donations by 11 % in this group.6 This effect
is robust to controlling for a range of personality measures, and a similar effect is
found when interacting the pro-social prime with the personality characteristic of
agreeableness (Big 5). We also control for the subliminity of the task, by means of
the the prime-word reproduction control task described above. Our results are robust
to adding a variable for the number of recognized words in the regressions but not to
excluding subjects who recognized at least one word. The issue is complicated by
the fact that priming as such seems to affect the ability to recognize the priming
words in the subsequent control task; i.e., subjects in the pro-social prime treatment
recognize significantly more words in the subliminity control task than do subjects
in the neutral prime treatment.7 We conclude that our results suggest that subliminal
priming increases donations among individuals with high levels of pro-sociality, but
further work is needed to confirm this result and to find still better ways of
controlling for subliminity.
Priming research derives from social psychology, but there are few studies
exploring the effect of the prime on incentivized economic behavior. Kamenica
(2012) briefly reviews this small experimental economics literature on priming.
Among priming studies, there are even fewer exploiting subliminal priming (see
Bargh and Chartrand 2000, for a classification of the priming conditions). The study
closest to ours is Posten et al. (2014), who examine the effects of subliminal
priming on trust in an investment game setup and find positive effects on both trust
and beliefs concerning trustworthiness when subjects are primed with concepts of
trust as opposed to concepts of distrust. They are primarily interested in the effects
of priming on beliefs but speculate that similar effects might be found on the
preference side. Indeed, due to the lack of strategic interaction and beliefs in our
study, the priming effect we observe appears to be channeled through preferences.
Hence, our studies are highly complementary and show that primes may work
through both channels. Another related study comes from the field of emotion
research in psychology. Zemack-Rugar et al. (2007) find that subliminally priming
subjects with guilt emotion increases intentions to volunteer in charity work while
priming sadness has no such impact. Thus, they conclude that exogenous variation
through priming with emotions of similar valence can lead to very different
outcomes. Pichon et al. (2007) find that subliminal priming of religion can lead to
greater pro-sociality, manifested by picking up more pamphlets from charitable organizations after being primed. In terms of the interactive effects of primes with
personality characteristics, Benjamin et al. (2010) use an economic experiment on
ethnic identity to find that people from different racial backgrounds were differently
sensitive to a prime.
6

When including all control variables, the marginal effect estimate rises to 17 %.

7

The reason for not controlling for subliminity when first showing the subjects the prime words is that
we did not want to emphasize the private monetary incentives for writing correct prime words
immediately before the donations. Variation in (expectations of) earnings in the reproduction task would
have constituted a potential confound in understanding the effect of subliminity. This poses novel
challenges for control task design in future work.
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Charitable giving and fundraising are widely studied topics in economics
(Andreoni 2006; List 2011).8 There is yet much to learn about the causal
mechanisms of giving. In a recent review article, Andreoni and Payne (2013) call
for further research to determine how the social context including potential
unconscious stimuli may subtly influence charitable giving. The authors suggest that
such studies might constitute part of the ‘‘next generation of research on altruism,
giving, fundraising, and markets for charity’’ (Andreoni and Payne 2013, p. 4). Such
research is also practically relevant. For example, an increasing fraction of
donations are made online, which allow recipient organizations to experiment with a
number of subtle website design factors in an attempt to influence the amounts
donated. The design variables in such experimentation may include both explicit
solicitations and informational factors as well as implicit cues and primes. Potential
donors browsing the donation websites are clearly a highly selected group of
individuals who tend to value the organizations’ work more highly than the median
citizen. Our results suggest that subtle changes in website design might influence
donations: we find a more than 10 % increase in donations due to subliminal
priming among pro-donation-minded participants in our experiment. This effect is
quite substantial in economic terms but should be interpreted with caution because
the lab context, with its windfall money and convenience subject pool, differs from
a natural field context (Eckel and Grossman 2008; Carpenter et al. 2008; Carlsson
et al. 2013). Moreover, our results suggest that experimenter demand effects may
partially account for the mixed findings in past research.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the experimental
procedures and present the hypotheses. Thereafter, in Sect. 4, we provide an
overview of the pilot studies used to create the adopted design and report
estimations of the power of our adopted experimental tests. Section 5 presents our
main results, and in Sect. 6, we study their robustness. Section 7 concludes.

2 Experimental design and procedures
We use an experimental design with four core building blocks. The first is an elicitation
procedure for measuring personal values and personality traits. To achieve this, we
utilize two complementary methods: first, a Personal Value Orientation (PVQ) survey
tool (Schwartz et al. 2001) and a thirty-item Big 5 survey tool (Realo et al. 2009a),
both of which are used by social psychologists and economists (see Lönnqvist et al.
2009; Becker et al. 2012). The second key element is an exogenous subliminal
manipulation of goal formation, i.e. priming, of which subjects are unaware. This part
is operationalized by using connotative words that appear on the screen prior to the
actual decision task for a very brief duration (17 milliseconds)—a standard procedure
in social psychology (Bargh et al. 2001). The third pillar consists of the 10 distinct
charity decisions, each of which immediately follows a two-stimuli word
8

See List (2008), introducing a special issue on field experiments on charitable giving in this journal,
Engel (2011) for a meta study of dictator games studying a related topic of donations to a random stranger
in lab experiments, and Eckel and Grossman 1996) and the literature that follows to understand the
connections between the two strands of the literature.
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manipulation (second pillar). The fourth consists of ex post controls and questionnaires, including a method for controlling for whether the priming was subliminal, a
questionnaire on how well subjects knew the charities (familiarity) and how much they
appreciate each charity (appreciation), and ex post (test-retest) questionnaires eliciting
(a second time) the personal values and personality characteristics.
2.1 The priming procedure
We apply conceptual trait priming using a subliminal design (Bargh and Chartrand
2000). Specifically, immediately before each charity donation decision, two
consecutive subliminal priming stimuli appear on the screen. Each stimulus begins
with a forward mask ##### that appears on the 60 Hz computer screen for 50 ms,
followed by an empty screen for 17 ms, followed by the prime word for 17 ms, then
another empty screen for 17 ms, and finally, a backward mask ##### for 50 ms.9
The priming words are used to prime subjects in two alternative conditions: a pro-socialprime treatment, in which the prime words have connotations with pro-social universalism
values (Uni treatment), and a neutral prime treatment without any value-laden connotations
(Neu treatment) (see the Online Appendix). The prime condition is held constant for each
subject throughout the session. Prime words for the pro-social prime are inspired by the
words listed among the universalism items of the Schwartz Value Survey (Schwartz 1992),
which lists, for each value, a series of synonymous or specifying words (see the Online
Appendix). Universalism values emphasize goal formations that relate to understanding,
appreciating, tolerating, and protecting the welfare of all people and nature (Schwartz
2006). The distributions of the lengths of the prime words are identical in the two treatment
conditions (the lengths of the primes words vary from 5 to 17 letters). Of the 20 prime words
in each condition, two are presented prior to each charity decision. The charity decision is
then made according to the instructions on the screen. Thereafter, two new priming stimuli
appear. No prime word appears twice during the 10 decisions.
2.2 Elicitation of personal values and personality traits
One week before the actual lab experiment, the subjects completed a 40-question PVQ
questionnaire (Schwartz et al. 2001) and a 30-item Big 5 questionnaire (Realo et al.
2009a) using the internet-based Webropol survey tool.10 In a subset of the sessions,
they also completed the PVQ questionnaire after the computerized part in the lab and
prior to pay-out (test-retest design), but the results reported here use the pre-elicited
data.11 At the end of the post-elicitation phase in the lab, we also elicited gender and
age. We elicited values before the experiment to ensure that the elicitation of personal
9

Visual masking is used to reduce the visibility of the prime stimuli through the presentation of a second
brief stimulus, i.e., the ‘‘ mask’’ (Breitmeyer and Ogmen 2007).

10
See Tables 1 and 2 in Online Appendix for correlations among the different dimensions of each
personality measure.
11

The second elicitation ensured that a questionnaire was completed by each participant that completed
the charity donation task—a participant might arrive at the lab without having completed the prequestionnaire. In addition, by comparing the post-elicited and pre-elicited PVQs, we can evaluate whether
the laboratory task consistently biases the PVQ measure.
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values was not influenced by the subject’s experiences during the experiment in the
lab. In the Online Appendix, we conduct an analysis comparing the pre- and postexperiment elicited values. Although we observe slightly higher values (see Table 4 in
Online Appendix) in the ex post questionnaire, compared to the ex-ante evaluation, the
correlation between the two is high and there are no substantial differences between
the two treatments (see Table 3 in Online Appendix).
2.3 The charity decisions
The decision tasks consisted of donations to 10 different Finnish and international
charitable organizations that are among the best known in Finland (see the Online
Appendix for a translation of their names). The order of the tasks/organizations was
the same for each subject. The subject received on-screen instructions whenever a
charity donation decision was to be made. Each decision consisted of sharing 20
euros between the participant and the charitable organization, the name of which
appeared at the top of the decision screen (see the Online Appendix). The subject
could alter the share assigned to her/him and to the organization by pressing buttons
as guided on the screen. The provisional division also appeared on the screen. The
subject would confirm the division by pressing an instructed button. As explained in
the written instructions handed to the subject prior to the experiment, one of the ten
charity decisions was randomly drawn after the computerized part of the
experiment. The participant and the, thus, randomly chosen charitable organization
was remunerated according to the corresponding decision of the participant once the
laboratory procedures were complete.
2.4 Control for subliminity of the prime
Once the actual charity donation tasks were completed, the instructor arrived at the
cubicle and set up another computerized stage of the experiment. The subject began
this stage by typing in a personal but anonymous identification code. Each of the 20
prime stimuli were presented one at a time with the same timing as in the actual
priming sequence. After each stimulus, the subject was asked to reproduce the
sequence of letters she/he saw on the screen. Two out of the 20 words were
randomly drawn after the computerized part, and the participant was paid one euro
for each correctly reproduced word. This task was designed to determine whether
the priming was truly subliminal or a subject could read some of the words. The
advantage of the subliminal priming was that if the subjects were in fact unable to
consciously read the words appearing in the subliminal stimuli, they could not
possibly consciously associate the prime words with the items of the PVQ
questionnaire, and thus, we could minimize any demand effects. For this to be
effective, we needed a sound method for controlling for subliminity.
2.5 Control for charities
In a third computerized part of the experiment, each participant was given on-screen
instructions to rate each of the ten charities in turn, first in terms of how well the
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participant knew the organization (familiarity), and then in terms of how much the
participant valued the work of the charity (appreciation). Both items were rated on a
scale from 1 to 5.
2.6 Laboratory procedures
Subjects were recruited using the ORSEE software (Greiner 2015), and the
computerized tasks in the laboratory were programmed and conducted using NBSPresentation software. The experiments were conducted on four occasions
(sessions) between May 2013 and April 2014. The same staff member was always
present to communicate with the subjects (in addition to the experimenter).
An invitation to participate in a scientific decision-making experiment was sent
to 1088 registered subjects in the PCRClab subject pool in Turku of which
approximately 91 % are students at the University of Turku. Psychology students
were excluded due to their potential familiarity with priming methods and potential
uncontrolled demand effects. The enrolled participants arrived according to a
predetermined schedule in 15-min intervals. Two persons were scheduled at a time
since we had only two computers with the high time-resolution software needed for
controlling the duration of the stimuli. The identity of each subject was checked.
When several subjects were seated in the corridor waiting their turn, they sat
separately without seeing one another. The first in line was given the opportunity to
read through the instructions without being allowed to communicate with others.
Once the subject had read the instructions and there was a vacant computer, she/he
was allocated a computer located in a visually isolated cubicle in the laboratory. The
instructions were also posted next to the computer. The subject was guided to
proceed according to the instructions.
The same two computers were used in all sessions. The treatment condition was
varied at the computer level and from subject to subject in an alternating manner in
the order of arrival at the specific computer (to indirectly control for any computerspecific or seat-specific differences and to exclude any hour-of-the-day or other
sequence specific effects). There was no consistent pattern regarding the first arrival
being allocated a certain computer or a certain treatment.
The subject entered her/his personal anonymous code (see Online Appendix) that
was used to associate the pre-elicited data with the laboratory data, and the
experiment then automatically started. Once the charity choices were made, a
second computerized stage began in which the subliminal prime stimuli were again
presented to the subject one at a time. On-screen instructions asked the subject to
reproduce the letters or symbols that had appeared on the screen (see above) by
typing the letters/symbols and pressing enter (many participants typed the mask,
##### or left the space empty, supposedly due to their inability to see the prime
word or its letters). In the third computerized stage, each participant rated the ten
organizations according to how familiar the subject was with the organization and
how much she/he appreciated its work.
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Once all decisions were completed, the payoff-relevant decision was drawn and the
remuneration was calculated based on the charity choice and on how many of the two
randomly drawn prime words the subject could read. Before paying the remuneration to
the subject in cash, the second elicitation of the PVQ questionnaire was administered. An
average of 40 min was required to complete the laboratory stage of the study.

3 Hypotheses
Our first hypothesis states a simple positive effect of subliminal priming on the
charity contributions.
Hypothesis 1
donations.

There is a positive effect of the universalism prime on the

As argued in the Introduction, theoretically, priming activates existing knowledge
structures and thus triggers and strengthens underlying principal motivational goals.
Therefore, we expect the universalism prime to primarily affect donations among
individuals with strong universalism values (pro-social individuals). However, even if
the universalism prime increases donations only for individuals with strong universalism, the overall mean should be higher in the universalism prime group than in the
neutral prime group (albeit not necessarily significantly so if the participants with strong
universalism values are not numerous or if the effect of priming on these persons is
small), as long as the universalism prime does not have a negative effect on the donations
in some group of subjects.12 This is thus a motivation for testing Hypothesis 1. As a
second hypothesis, we also test whether there is a significant effect of the universalism
prime among individuals with strong universalism values; a high universalism value is
here defined as a personal universalism value above the median.13
Hypothesis 2 There is a positive effect of the universalism prime on the donations
of those participants whose personal universalism value score is above the median.

4 Pilot studies, sample size and statistical power
Our study is inspired by a recent study by Andersson et al. (2016). They report that
teams consisting of pro-social individuals provide greater effort for the team when
primed with self-transcendence-value-laden word scrambles (universalism and
benevolence values). The effect of the self-transcendence prime on pro-selfmotivated agents (power and achievement values) was the opposite—their effort for
12
A study by Andersson et al. (2016), using a supraliminal pro-social priming method, suggests that a
negative effect of the universalism prime cannot be ruled out in subjects with low universalism values;
this is therefore also a motivation for Hypothesis 2 (to test for a positive effect of the universalism prime
among only subjects with strong universalism values).
13
In the Online Appendix, we study the robustness of the above-stated interaction effect using the Big 5
agreeableness measure, which can arguably be considered to be correlated with universalism (ParksLeduc et al. 2015).
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the team was reduced. The negative effect was not predicted by the theory proposed
in the study, and the authors were puzzled by these results. In this study, we
examine a related effect that of the match between personal value-driven goals and
the prime on charitable giving.
We conducted a number of pilot studies that led to the design of the main study.
These pilot studies are briefly described in Online Appendix. Our last pilot
experiment was conducted in Turku on 24–25 October and 4 and 11 December,
2012 (n = 44). It differed from the present design only in that the benchmark
condition used a pro-self priming (with connotations of both power and
achievement values) instead of a neutral priming condition without any connotations. For the main experiment, which is the focus of this paper, we changed the proself priming to a neutral prime, to be able to identify a clean effect of universalism
priming without confounding it with the effects of the pro-self prime.
To estimate the statistical power and sample size needed for the main study, we
used the observed standard deviation of 4.85 from the final pilot experiment with n
= 44 (i.e., the standard deviation of the average donation across the different
charities). We wanted to have a sufficient sample size to be well powered to detect a
medium-sized effect (i.e., Cohen’s d = 0.5; Cohen 1992) when testing Hypothesis 2
(the test in the sample with a universalism value above the median).14 We decided
to include approximately 300 subjects in total, which implies a sample size of 150
for testing Hypothesis 2. This provides us with 86 % power to detect a mediumsized effect for Hypothesis 2; for Hypothesis 1, where we include the total sample,
the power is 99 % of detecting a medium-sized effect (but if the universalism prime
only affects donations in individuals with high universalism, this would decrease the
expected effect size and consequently the power of the test of Hypothesis 1).

5 Results
5.1 Data description
Ultimately, 307 subjects took part in the main experiment (153 in Neu and 154 in
Uni). To ensure that we did not violate the subject’s trust in anonymity, we did not
want to control for whether they had completed the questionnaire before letting
them into the lab, and consequently, some of the participants in the main experiment
had not completed the ex ante questionnaire. Of the 307 subjects that participated in
the experiment, 285 also completed the ex ante questionnaire. Since the preexperiment personal value and personality questionnaires were completed at home
one week before the experiment, we did not have full control of the pre-experiment
data collection. Unfortunately, some participants had not completed the questionnaire when they registered at the lab. Each participant self-generated an anonymous
code according to the same set of detailed instructions both at home in the online
questionnaire and at the lab. This code was used to match the pre-data with the lab
data. Some participants failed to generate a code in the lab that matched a code in
14

With a standard deviation of 4.85, a Cohen’s d = 0.05 implies an effect size of 9.7.
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the pre-data. Due to these issues, the sample size varies somewhat as we include
more controls. However, the pre-elicitation of the value and personality measures
was important for the reasons explained in Sect. 4 and since ex post elicited
values could be influenced by the priming treatment itself.15 Table 1 reports
average donations by charity (Finnish translations of the names of the charities
are available in the Online Appendix), by the prime and by whether a subject’s
universalism score from the PVQ is above or below the sample median.16 The
division of the sample into these two sub-categories is motivated by Hypothesis
2, i.e., the effect of the prime is expected to be strongest among those subjects
with values in line with the prime. From this table, we can conclude that the
effect of the prime is more pronounced among those with high universalistic
values. Indeed, whereas the effect is positive among those with above-median
values, the effect is slightly negative among the others. Online Appendix
‘‘Correlations’’ and ‘‘Randomization and difference between ex ante and ex post
questionnaire responses’’ summarize the Big 5 (Realo et al. 2009a) and PVQ
measures (Schwartz et al. 2001).
5.2 Main analysis
Overall, charitable giving to each of our ten charities is slightly higher under the
universalism prime than under the neutral prime (Neu = 9.838; Uni = 10.275).
However, the difference is not statistically significant under the non-parametric or
the parametric test (Mann–Whitney U test: p = 0.507; t test: p = 0.388) using the
individual average of charitable giving across the treatments. (Since each participant
was exposed to a single priming treatment, all tests reported are between-subjects
tests.) Thus, for Hypothesis 1, we cannot reject the null hypothesis. For Hypothesis
2, however, we find a significant difference in the average, (t test: p = 0.076) but not
when using a non-parametric test (Mann–Whitney U test: p = 0.1378), donation
across the two treatments for subjects with a universalism measure above the sample
median. Although, we do not have a specific hypothesis concerning the priming
effect for the subjects with below-median universalism, we also present these test
results for completeness. The point estimate of the universalism prime is negative in
the below-median universalism group, but the effect is not significant (p = 0.8188
for the Mann–Whitney test and p = 0.8526 for the t test).
Table 2 reports the results from four regressions using the entire sample with an
increasing set of control variables. As is clear from the results, there is no significant

15

Due to a technical error, the gender and age variables were not collected for all subjects, and we
therefore do not include them in the main analysis. We, however, report the results from regressions with
these variables in the Online Appendix. Overall, we find a positive effect of gender on charitable giving,
but once we control for personality characteristics, the gender effect is halved and becomes insignificant.
This is likely because many of the gender effects are captured by our multi-faceted personality measures.
16
To correct for individual differences in the interpretation of the response scale, we follow the literature
and center each respondent’s response around his/or her mean response to all 40 questions (see Schwartz
1992). Our conclusions do not change if we refrain from such a normalization.
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Table 1 Average charitable giving by charity and prime
Charity

Below median
universalism
Neu prime

Foreign Aid of the Finnish Lutheran Church
The Association of the Friends of the
University Hospital for Children

Above median
universalism
Uni prime

Neu prime

Uni prime

5.446

6.321

7.455

8.842

10.631

9.974

10.046

11.711

Medecins sans Frontieres

8.123

7.372

9.420

11.329

The Mannerheim League for Child Welfare

9.662

9.295

10.489

11.776

10.000

9.526

10.921

11.763

9.031

8.667

10.091

11.447

11.108

10.872

12.489

13.211

9.477

9.244

10.625

11.895

Save the Children
Plan
Red Cross Catastrophe Fund
SOS Children’s Villages
UNHCR and Finnish Refugee Help

8.585

9.269

11.125

12.118

WWF

8.923

9.103

11.182

12.105

Average

9.098

8.964

10.384

11.620

treatment effect in general, although the regressions indicate that charitable giving
tends to be higher under the universalism prime.17
Tables 3 and 4 report the regression results for those above and below the median
in universalism, respectively, using the same specifications as in Table 2. Figure 1
summarizes the findings for the most general specification (model 4) by presenting
the predicted marginal effect of the prime on an average subject in each sample.
Returning to Table 3, we observe an overall significant and positive effect of the
universalism value prime on subjects who score above the median in universalism
value, which is in line with Hypothesis 2. The effect becomes slightly stronger in
magnitude and significance level as we add control variables. For an average subject
in the sample scoring above the median on universalism, there is a 12–17 %
marginal effect (depending on the model specification) on the charitable donations
due to pro-social priming.
For subjects below the median in universalism, the average effect of the
universalism prime is slightly negative (albeit not significantly so) (Table 4). These
effects are analogous to the findings of Andersson et al. (2016), where the prosocially oriented increase their effort and the pro-self oriented decrease their effort
due to supraliminal pro-social priming in team contests. In Andersson et al. (2016),
however, both the positive priming effect in the pro-socially oriented group and the
negative priming effect in the pro-self group were statistically significant.

17

For reasons explained previously, our sample becomes smaller when we add controls (Charity and
Personality controls); see models (1)–(4) in Table 2. In the Online Appendix, we conduct the same
analysis (see Tables 19, 20 and 21 in Online Appendix) as below but keeping the sample fixed at the
minimal size (i.e. n = 282).
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Table 2 OLS on all subjects
Variables

Dependent variable: charity contribution
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Prime

0.437 (0.505)

0.495 (0.501)

0.558 (0.430)

0.555 (0.408)

Charity/session fixed
effects

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Charity controls

No

No

Yes

Yes

Personality controls

No

No

No

Yes

Constant

9.838*** (0.351)

5.970*** (0.797)

-3.924*** (0.869)

-24.09 (24.15)

N

307

307

302

282

R-squared

0.002

0.061

0.321

0.403

Robust standard errors clustered at the subject level, *** p \ 0.01, ** p \ 0.05, * p \ 0.1
Prime takes value 1 for Uni. Charity/Session includes charity and session fixed effects. Personality
controls for the PVQ and Big 5 items. Charity controls include controls for familiarity with and appreciation of the charity

Table 3 OLS on subjects with above-median universalism
Variables

Dependent variable: charity contribution
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Prime

1.257* (0.700)

1.473** (0.720)

1.766*** (0.594)

1.767*** (0.596)

Charity/session fixed
effects

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Charity controls

No

No

Yes

Yes

Personality controls

No

No

No

Yes

Constant

10.75*** (0.456)

7.863*** (1.258)

-2.790* (1.457)

-30.87 (34.52)

N

143

143

142

142

R-squared

0.014

0.076

0.308

0.394

Robust standard errors clustered at the subject level, *** p \ 0.01, ** p \ 0.05, * p \ 0.1
Prime takes value 1 for Uni. Charity/Session includes charity and session fixed effects. Personality
controls for the PVQ and Big 5 items. Charity controls include controls for familiarity with and appreciation of the charity

6 Robustness
In this section, we report a number of robustness checks of the above analysis. We
begin by using interaction effects instead of dividing the sample and then turn to an
analysis in which we use a different measure of pro-socialness (the Big 5
agreeableness measure). Subsequently, we analyze whether our results are affected
when controlling for the individual ability to read the prime words. Overall, our
results are robust to such extensions. The only notable difference appears when we
simply exclude all subjects who were able to detect any of our prime words in the ex
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Table 4 OLS on subjects with below-median universalism
Variables

Dependent variable: charity contribution
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Prime

-0.134 (0.716)

0.00585 (0.725)

-0.248 (0.614)

-0.648 (0.512)

Charity/session fixed
effects

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Charity controls

No

No

Yes

Yes

Personality controls

No

No

No

Yes

Constant

9.098*** (0.513)

4.474*** (0.986)

-4.126*** (1.185)

-5.035 (33.29)

N

143

143

140

140

R-squared

0.000

0.077

0.353

0.476

Robust standard errors clustered at the subject level, *** p \ 0.01, ** p \ 0.05, * p \ 0.1
Prime takes value 1 for Uni. Charity/Session includes charity and session fixed effects. Personality
controls for the PVQ and Big 5 items. Charity controls include controls for familiarity with and appreciation for the charity

Fig. 1 Plots of the predicted marginal effect for an average subject in each subsample

post control task. When we do so, Hypothesis 2 fails to hold in many specifications.
We discuss the possible reasons for this in that section. For sake of space, all
tables in this section are reported in the Online Appendix.
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6.1 Interaction effects
The main analysis, using the above- and below-median samples of universalism, can
be criticized for being arbitrary regarding the selection of the cutoff point (the
median in our case). Therefore, we also conducted a regression analysis in which we
introduce interaction effects between the prime and universalism. Table 5 in the
Online Appendix reveals that the interaction effect has the correct sign but is only
significant once we control for personality and charity fixed effects.
6.2 Regression analysis using other measures of pro-socialness
We also reproduce the main analysis but replace the universalism personal value
measure used above with a related pro-social personality trait measure, the Big 5
agreeableness measure. (The correlation between universalism and agreeableness is
significantly positive at 0.284 with a p value of 0.000.) We conduct a regression
analysis on those who score above the median in the studied measure of prosocialness and on those who score below the median. Tables 6 and 7 (in the Online
Appendix) report regression results for subjects above and below the population
median of the Big 5 agreeableness measure. Following our procedure in the main
analysis, in Figure 2, we summarize the findings from the most general specification
by presenting the predicted marginal effect of the prime on an average subject in
each sample. Although weaker, the findings corroborate those using the universalism measure.18
6.3 Controlling for the subliminity of the prime
To ensure that the prime was truly subliminal, we conducted an explicit laboratory
procedure to control for this. The subjects were asked to perform the control task
immediately after the charity decisions. The control task is described in detail in
Sect. 2, and it essentially checks for the capacity to read the words that were used as
the subliminal stimuli. If the subjects are capable of reading the words, the stimuli
are arguably not truly subliminal but rather consciously perceived.
Figure 3 presents a histogram over the number of recognized words. A
complicating feature of the control measure for subliminal priming is that more
words are recognized under the universalism prime than under the neutral prime
despite that the distributions of the length of the prime words were identical in the
two treatments. This difference is confirmed by both a t test and a Mann–Whitney
U test (p value = 0.001). This indicates that the priming may not only affect the
charity decisions themselves, but there may also be a similar priming effect on the
capacity to read and understand words that have connotations associated with one’s
predominant values, i.e., the charity-priming task influences the control-priming
task in a manner typical of the purported priming effect.
18
We do not find a significant difference for the average individual donation across the two treatments
for subjects with a Big 5 agreeableness measure above the sample median (t test; p = 0.229; Mann–
Whitney U test:p = 0.349).
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Fig. 2 Plots of the predicted marginal effect for an average subject in each subsample (above- and
below-median agreeableness, Big 5)

The difference in recognized words between the two treatments suggests that our
method for controlling for subliminity is not unproblematic. It also illustrates some
of the problems with existing objective threshold methods, as subjects might
actually be able to read some words, while in a large sample, the choices
nevertheless appear approximately random, and thus, such participants are judged as
qualifying for subliminity. Results from the literature on semantic priming indicate
that primed subjects are more capable of reading prime words that are semantically
similar to the value-associated words with which the subjects have been primed
(Custers and Aarts 2007). Indeed, one can view our finding concerning the
asymmetries in reading capacity across prime conditions from this perspective: our
pro-social prime might have been powerful enough to impact the reading capacity
of the words with pro-social connotations in the ensuing control task.19 In other
words, the pro-social prime might have not only impacted the charity donations but
also the word-reading capacity in the control task.20 Bearing this caution in mind,
19
Language of cooperation and mutual concern (some of the words priming universalism) is
considerably more important for survival and fitness than arbitrary neutral words used in the neutral
prime. Evolutionary arguments suggest that we should be more capable of perceiving the former type of
stimuli, and this could contribute to the fact that participants are more able to read the pro-social prime
words. (Barkow et al. 1995).
20

We ran regressions with #recognized as the dependent variable using the data from the universalism
prime sessions; see Tables 14 and 15 in Online Appendix. The results (presented in the Online Appendix)
illustrate that the positive interaction effect between personal values and the corresponding prime is of the
correct sign but statistically insignificant in our study.
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Fig. 3 Number of recognized words by treatment

we present a set of regressions in which we control for the number of recognized
words.
We begin by simply including the number of recognized words (#Recognized) as
a control variable in the regressions reported in the main analysis (see Tables 8, 9
and 10 in the Online Appendix for the corresponding tables). This additional control
does not have any major impact on the previously reported results, i.e., we still find
a significant impact for those with values in line with the prime. Figure 4
summarizes the results by showing the marginal effect for an average individual in
each sample for the most general model in each specification (in Tables 9 and 10 in
Online Appendix). Note, however, that these results need to be interpreted very
carefully, as the number of recognized words appears to be affected by the prime
(and is thus an endogenous variable).
We can alternatively control for the reading capacity by dropping the data from
any subjects who were capable of reading one or more of the words.21 We present

21

However, note that since reading capacity is correlated with the prime, we might drop variation
associated with the variation that is at the heart of our study. Some experts in the field of priming in social
psychology strongly discourage scholars from providing multiple-choice options asking ‘‘which of these
words did you see’’ as a method for controlling for and measuring subliminity (see p. 10, section on
‘‘Awareness checks for subliminal priming tasks’’ in Bargh and Chartrand 2000). The funneled
questionnaire method is suggested as an alternative. Simons et al. (2006) critically discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of both of these methods.
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Fig. 4 Margins plot of the marginal effect for an average subject in each subsample, controlling for
reading capacity

the results of the corresponding regressions in Tables 11, 12 and 13 in the Online
Appendix.
The analysis of these regressions reveals that excluding subjects with the capacity
to read at least 1 of the 20 words has a negative impact both on the level and
statistical significance of the estimated priming effect. Indeed all coefficients are
now lower and only significant (at the 10 % level) in the specifications with many
controls (models 3 and 4). The latter may simply be an effect of a smaller sample (N
= 170 vs. 105), but the former may be due to the fact that participants’ donations
react more to consciously visible pro-social prime words than to subliminal prime
words. Due to the endogeneity between the prime and the capacity to read the prime
words, these results are also difficult to interpret (it creates a selection problem in
comparing the two treatments).
Note further that our measure of the capacity to read the prime words may, in
general, overestimate the number of subjects for whom the prime in the donation
task was consciously perceived for the reasons explained above (i.e., subjects may
recognize more prime words in the control task when they see the words for the
second time than they did during the donation task). Previous priming research
indeed suggests that priming may influence not only behavior and motivation but
also perception: perception capacity tends to be selective and depend on individual
motivational goals. Priming itself may have impacted the accessibility of the
previously subconsciously observed words (see Bargh and Chartrand 2000, p. 10)
and especially so in the universalism treatment (where the words are associated with
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personal goals for some participants) and not in the neutral priming condition
(where the prime words are not associated with particular values or goals). In the
Online Appendix in Tables 14 and 15, we report regressions with the capacity to
recognize the prime words as the dependent variable, and we find quite large
coefficients consistent with such a perception effect of pro-social priming increasing
with the importance of the universalism value, although the effects are not
statistically significant.
We conducted this robustness check regarding reading capacity to control for the
hypothesis that our prime is not unconscious and the identified effect on
charitable giving is driven by a experimenter demand effect (Zizzo 2010), whereby
subjects behave in accordance with the hypothesized priming effect when
consciously observing a pro-social prime stimulus. In such a case, the prime is
not subliminal but consciously perceived, and one would expect that the emerging
demand effect also affects the results of our ex post PVQ value questionnaire that
was conducted at the end of the experiment (approximately 5 min after the subject
had completed the reading-capacity control task). That is, if the subject is
consciously aware of being pro-socially primed and this conscious priming
influences donations, then this priming effect might also be exhibited as higher ex
post reported universalism values for such a subject. Contrary to this hypothesis, the
ex post measures of universalism values are actually lower under the universalism
prime (Neu: mean = 1.167; Uni: mean = 1.134) and there is no significant difference
between treatments in pre-measured universalism (see Table 3 in the Online
Appendix). The lack of difference in the pre-measured universalism supports the
view that randomization to treatments has been properly conducted.22
6.4 Capacity for detecting implicit and explicit perception
The control task we used differs from those typically employed in priming studies in
social psychology, where either (1) a funneled questionnaire (subjective threshold
method) or (2) a two-alternative choice task is used (objective threshold method; see
Hannula et al. (2005b) and Simons et al. (2006), for critical reviews). The funneled
questionnaire essentially asks the subject what she/he thinks the purpose of the
priming stimuli were. This method has been criticized for not providing sufficient
incentives for the subjects to express a concern for an experimenter’s attempt to
subliminally influence decisions. If the subject is hesitant and feels such a story is
far-fetched, she/he might not write about his/her concerns despite such suspicions.
Our method overcomes this problem by directly asking what the subject saw and
providing monetary incentives for attempting to answer correctly even when there is
only a faint idea of what the stimuli might have been. In the two-alternative choice
task, which is also used in the existing literature, the subliminal priming stimuli item
is first shown to the subject. Then, she/he is offered two candidate words, of which
one is correct and the other is incorrect. No monetary incentives are typically
22
See also Table 4 in the Online Appendix illustrating a tendency for higher reports for all value and
personality measures under laboratory circumstances after the experiment than in less-controlled
circumstances in which subject respond though the Webropol survey tool over the internet.
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provided for giving correct answers. Moreover, only a large sample of trials allows
the researcher to convincingly conclude whether the participant is capable of
reading the prime words and performing better than chance in matching a correct
alternative with the prime stimulus. Hannula et al. (2005b) summarize the caveats
associated with the two-alternative objective task as follows: ‘‘The primary
challenge for this approach is to provide definitive evidence that conscious
awareness is entirely absent and that performance is truly at chance. Distinguishing
null sensitivity from low-level sensitivity requires many trials more than have
typically been used in studies of implicit perception. Moreover, if conscious
sensitivity varies over time, then even showing null sensitivity across a large set of
trials might not provide sufficient evidence for the absence of awareness.’’ Our
method overcomes these challenges: we can convincingly conclude, for each prime
word, whether the participant was capable of reading the word. Moreover, we
provide monetary incentives for performance, and hence, there are monetary
incentives to offer even seemingly far-fetched and/or faint impressions of what one
might have seen.
Let us attempt to quantify the advantage that our novel objective subliminity test
method provides with respect to a typical two-alternative implicit perception control
task. In our study, 129 participants out of 307 (approximately 42 %) who could read
at least one of the 20 prime words. Success in our task (being able to write down the
word one saw) implies that, in a two-option task, one would be able to choose the
correct one of the two provided alternatives with certainty. Yet, the words one
cannot see would have to be guessed. The success rate when guessing in a twooption task is 50 %, and a subject randomly guessing all 20 words would have a less
than 5 % chance of getting 15 or more correct. Thus using a p value of 5 %, such a
participant would be considered capable of reading the words in a two-option task.
Let us apply these ideas to our setup. Using the binomial distribution, we can
calculate the probability of getting more than 15 words correct when the participant
can see n words for certain and must pick randomly in 20 n of the cases. Our direct
subliminity test provides information about n for each subject, and we can thus
calculate the probability of getting more than 15 correct conditional on n for each
subject. We then use those individual probabilities and simulate a sample of 10,000
draws for the profile of 307 subjects and, for each draw, count the average number
of subjects that would be classified as capable of reading the words in a twoalternative task. The average number of subjects thus classified in our simulation is
15.76 out of 307 participants. In none of our simulated 10,000 draws was the
number of subjects so classified 28 or above. The probability of classifying 129
subjects as capable of reading some of the words is virtually zero. The difference
between these two measures provides a way of quantifying the added capacity of
our novel method of measuring the subliminity of the task. Naturally, by increasing
the number of alternatives (say a 5-option rather than a 2-option task) would render
the gap smaller, but for any number of options, our method provides superior
information about the capacity to read the prime words. We should also note that
there are similar challenges in detecting differences in subliminity differences
across the priming conditions. A typical objective subliminity test would not be able
to detect a difference in the capacity to read the prime words, as participants in the
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pro-social priming condition do not perform sufficiently better to qualify as better
than within the limits of pure chance.

7 Conclusion
In a controlled, randomized experiment, we vary a subliminal prime prior to charity
donation decisions. There are two alternative primes: one with connotations of prosocial universalism values and another without any particular value-laden connotations (neutral). For the full sample, we do not find a significant priming effect.
However, we find a positive effect of the universalism prime on charitable giving
among those with strong universalism values. That the priming effect increases with
the degree to which individuals hold strong pre-existing pro-social preferences is in
line with theoretical predictions and suggests that to be effective, a prime has to
align with underlying values. In turn, such an effect is likely to be stronger for a
deserving recipient, such as a charity, than when the recipient is a randomly drawn
student subject (Eckel and Grossman 1996). With a deserving recipient, the primed
pro-social motivational goals aligned with one’s values should be particularly
powerful, and thus, connected action repertoires will be more easily activated (Aarts
et al. 2008; Shantz and Latham 2009).
When controlling for the capacity to recognize the prime words, the results are
less clear. Using the number of recognized prime words as a control leaves the main
priming result unchanged, but excluding those with the capacity to read at least one
of the words nullifies the result. How should these mixed results be interpreted? Our
subliminity control task reveals substantial heterogeneity in human capacity to read
words rapidly. There are few participants who were able read all and even the
longest of the prime words, but a substantial minority could read at least one of
them. If we exclude this minority, we lose some of the statistical significance and
the positive coefficients are smaller. The heterogeneous capacity to read even word
stimuli of 17 ms duration casts doubt on one-size-fits-all prime durations in
subliminal priming studies and suggests that prime duration should be adjusted
individually (Bargh and Chartrand 2000) or that pre-tests of individual subliminity
should be performed, as was the case in this paper. This latter strategy faces yet
further challenges discussed in Bargh and Chartrand (2000).
We find that the fraction of participants capable of reading the pro-social prime
words is higher than the fraction of participants who are capable of reading the
neutral prime words (although the word-length distributions are identical in these
treatment and control conditions). This suggests that the universalism vs neutral
priming that took place before the donation decisions differentially influenced
participants’ perception capacities in the subliminity control task. Previous priming
research indeed suggests that priming may influence not only behavior and
motivation but also perception: perception capacity tends to be selective and depend
on individual motivational goals. Priming itself may have impacted the accessibility
to the previously subconsciously observed words (see Bargh and Chartrand 2000, p.
10). This should be especially the case in the universalism treatment (in which the
words are associated with personal goals for some participants) and not particularly
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so in the neutral priming condition (in which the prime words are not associated
with any particular values or goals). When we run regressions with the capacity to
recognize the prime words as the dependent variable, we find large coefficients
consistent with such a perception effect of pro-social priming increasing with the
importance of the universalism value, but the effects are not statistically significant.
Such effects imply that our measure of the capacity to read the neutral prime words
overestimates the number of subjects for whom the prime in the donation task was
subliminal, especially in the pro-social (universalism) priming condition. That the
two alternative primes also appear to differentially affect the ability to recognize the
prime words in the control task makes it difficult to control for the subliminity of the
prime in the donation task. By providing a novel and arguably more reliable control
task and carefully studying awareness using this new measure, our findings add to
the skeptical criticism that challenges the awareness methods used in the implicit
perception literature (Hannula et al. 2005b; Simons et al. 2006). However, it should
be noted that our results suggest that even when conservatively controlling for
awareness, we do find a residual weakly significant effect on charitable donations
among participants with strong pro-social preferences. Further research is needed,
but we hope that our new incentivized awareness control encourages developments
that lead to a better identification of implicit perception.
We conclude that we fail to find support for a substantial priming effect in the
overall sample; however, our results suggest that subliminal priming increases
donations among individuals with high levels of pro-sociality. This result needs to
be interpreted cautiously, and further work is needed to establish whether this is a
robust finding.
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